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ABSTRACf
A new approach to the an alysis .>f the free roll decay curve, the Ener;:,-
method, is examined in this paper and compared with two commonly accepted
methods of analysi s, the averaging technique of Krylov-Bogoliubov and the
Perturbation method. The Energy method uses the equality of the ra te of change
of the tota l energy of the system to the rate of energy dissipation due to damping.
This method was concluded to be the best method for analysis for three main
reasons. 1) It uses the whole roll decay record in its analysis, not just the peak
values. allowing for single cycle analysis and analysis of shorter roll decay records.
2) It can separa te the influence of the an gle and velocity dependent components
of the roll damping moment. 3) It can han dle non-linear restoring terms which
makes it viable for large amplitude motion.
The Energy method and the Krylov-Bogoliubov method were used to analyze
stillwater roll decay test records. The results of these an alyses indicate a stron&,
angle dependence of the roll damping moment. Th e quadratic and cubic velocity
dependent fonns. which are actually functions of the roll angle. of the roll damping
moment were sho wn to be the most viable forms for the roll damp ing moment.
This supports the findings of a stro ng angle dependence. Still water roll decay teste
with forward speed were performed and also Indica te a st rong angle dependence
of the roll dampin g moment. Comparisons of forced roll tests with predictions I)f
forced roll motion using coefficients derived from the stUlwate r roll decay ana lyses
proved inconclusive.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
RolJing motion is the most crucial and yet most difficult to predict of
all ship motions. If the roll dampi ng moment. of a vessel is und erestimated .
under certain condit ions , this could lead to capsizing end possible loss of life
or vess el. These consequences ha ve led to a considerable amo unt of
investi gati on into rollin g motion over the last century . Var ious kind s of roll
damping devices have been proposed. both active and passive, from the
simple additio n of bilge keels to an ti roll devices such as flume tanks or
gyroscopically sta bilized vesse ls. One of the most effectiv e a nd least
expensive devices has been th e bilge keel; basically a flat plate affixed
normal to the hull at the turn of the bilge and ru nning parall el to the
str eaml ines. Byran (301 and Gawn [6] investigated this device in the ear ly
part of th is centu ry. More recently , Bolton [21) investigated the effects of
size a nd placement of bilge keels on roll reduction. Lugovski et at [22)
perform ed a st udy examining the scale effect of bilge keels and determined ,
not unreasonabl y, that the size of th e vessel used in the experiment has a
direct effect on the scale effect of th e bilge keels. The scale effect aris es
due to the large viscosity depend ent component of damping du e to th e bilge
keels.
The am ount of interest in rolling motion bas als o generated
considerable speculation as to the fonn of the roll damping mome nt . It
ha s long been accepted th at th e equation of rolling motion is compri sed of
an in erti al te rm re la ted to the angu lar acceleration of roll, a dam ping term
rel at ed to the a ngular velocity of roll , a re storin g term relate d to t he angle
of roll a nd a n exciting moment term . It has also lonr- been rea lized th at th e
damping moment and th e restorin g term ar e general ly nonlinear. F ronde (1]
is credited with advanci ng the formulation of the linear plu s quadratic
velocity dep end ent dampi ng moment. This fonnulation has been used a lmcat
exclusive ly for the last century. Since Fr oude, many the oret ical and
experime ntal studies ha ve heen performed concerning th e rolling motion and
r oll damping of ships . The "Strip Meth od" has mad e possible the
calcu lat ions, with reasonable accuracy, of all the terms in ship m otion
equatio ns except for th e roll dampi ng term . The nonlinear charac te risti cs
of roll damping, due mainly to the effects of fluid viscosity , as well as its
st ro ng dependence on forward speed, make the predicti on of roll damping so
difficult. Th e fact th at, in th e abs ence of bilge keels, th e influence of the se
effects on th e roll damping are of the same orde r of magnitude further
complic ate s mat ters. An extensive seri es of tes ts at zero shi p speed were
carried out in 1957 by Watanabe and Inoue (as reported by Himeno [11]) and
a t forward speed by Yaman ouchi (as r eport ed by Himeno [11]) in 1961. The
fact that the results from the se tests are used up to the present tim e points
out the difficulty of treating the problem of roll damping rigorously.
Not until the 1970's was an accepta ble alternative provided for the
classical linear plus quadratic velocity dependent ron damping moment..
Haddara [2J introduced the linea r plus cubic velocity dependent damping
moment to overcome analytical difficulties arising from the use of the
quadratic form. Dalzell [4] performed a detail ed study on the cubic term
which indi cated that the cubic model was both quan titatively and
qua lita tively reasonable within the range and scatter of available
experimenta l data.
Haddar a [3J performed a furthe r study of the form. of the roll
damping which showed that different models may be obtained for the same
roll decay data. These different models woula fit the data to within the
sa me degree of accuracy but would predict different rolling motion
responses outs ide the range of data . It was suggested that a criteri on for
the selection of a model be how well i t predicts the roll response outside
the range of data, not how well it fits the data .
Although studies such as Spouge et al. [5J indicate that there is an
angle depend ent component to the rc:l damping moment , this form of
dependence has not been studied in detail . Watan abe and Inoue (ae
reported by Himeno [11)) also Dote this type of dependence in the form of an
amplitude.
The absence of an appropriate analysis tool seems to be the main
reason behind this lack of studies into the angle dependence of the roll
damping moment The averaging techniqu e is frequently used in the
analysis of roll decay records but cannot separate the influence of angle
dependent and velocity dependent components of the same order of
magnitude.
Until recently, there were two main types of analyses. The first uses
the meth od of slowly varying parameters and is known as the averaging
technique of Krylov-Bogoliubov [4,3,8]. The second uses a pertu rba tion
technique.
Dalzell [4] investigated the cubic and quadratic models using the
method of slowly varying parameters and a least squa res techniqu e to find
an equation for the rate of decay of the peaks of the roll decay curve as a
function of the damping moment parameters. Haddara (3) used a
stochastic vers ion of the same technique to investigate various models
including angle dependent forms. The method was accurate and easy to
apply but could not separate the influence of the angle dependent and
velocity dependent components of the same order of magnitude . The method
was only suitable for linear restoring moments which is unrealistic for large
amplitude motion.
Roberts [8] related the parameters of the roll damping moment,
including the amplitude of rolling motion, to a loss function using a
stochastic approach . Experimental values wore obtained for the loss function
and used to derive the parameters of the roll damping moment by means of
a least squares technique. A spline fitted to the peaks of the roll decay
curve was used to obtain experimental estimates for the loss function. T~e
method is suitable for use with a nonlinear restoring moment, but , because
the averaging technique was used, the method fails to identify the angle
dependent components of the same order of magnitude as the velocity
dependent components.
Mathisen and Price [9] used a perturbation method to identify the roll
damping parameters and to approximate the free rolling response of a vessel.
This method assumes that the nonlinear response is a small perturb...don of
the linear response which makes the method valid for small nonlinearities
only. The method also assumes small linear damping and is capable of
handling simple forms of nonlinear damping moments and linear restoring
moments only.
All of the above mcntioncd tcchniques share one main disadvan ta ge.
They all require the use of only the peak. value s of th e roll decay curve in
t.he measurement and fittin g of t.~_ e roll damp ing moment. This necessi tat es
th e use of re lat ively long roll decay records for a reasonably accura te fit.
These records are usually difficult to obtai n, especially if the influence of
bilge keels is being investigate d. As well, the la tter part of t.he roll decay
curve, ie. a t smaller ampli tud es, is of doubtful accuracy.
Recentl y, two technique s were introduced by Bass and Haddara [7], th e
Energy method an d the DEFIT method, which could separa te the influ ence
of al l the components of the roll damping moment . The Energy method , so
named as ite an alysis is predicat ed on the equal ity of the rate of change of
the tota l energy of a system to the rate of energy dissipated by damping,
allows for single cycle analysis of roll decay record s. Such anal ysis would
provide new insight into th e damping term s as the roll angle decrea ses.
The following investi gation used thi s Energy method to ana1yz~ th e roll
decay records of a set of experiments perform ed in the wave tank at
Memorial University of Newfoundland. Ccmperie one with two accepted
methods, the Krylov-Bogoliubov metbod and the Perturbation method , are
carried out as a check of the validity of the Energy method . The subsequ ent
si ngle cycle and whole cycle analyses are us ed to determine if angle
d ependent tenns are appropriate in th e ro ll damping moment. The Energy
method is also used to investigate the effect of forward speed on free roll
damping.
A further ch eek on the validity of the derived damping forms is
performed by comparing the predicted forced roll respon se, using the roll
damping coefficien ts obtained from the Energy method analysis, with.
experimental values of t h e forced roll response.
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Two sets of tests , conducted one year apar t. wen, .;,Jerfonned in a wave
tan k at a wate r depth of approx imately 2.0 metres. The tank measures
58.27 metr es long, 4.67 metres wide and 3.00 metres deep. Waves are
crea ted by an MTS aervnhydraul fe piston type wave generato r at one end.
At the other end is a para bolic shaped wave a bsorbing beach to r edu ce
reflected and standing wa ves. Th e wave generator is a closed loop device.
capab le of produ cing both regu lar (sinusoidal) or irregular (ran dom) wa ves.
The irre gul ar waves can be base d on different theore tical mode ls such as
Neum ann , Pierson -Moskowitz, J ONSWAP, ete. Th e generator receives the
sinusoidal function from a simple function generator capable of producing
sinusoidal wavefonns. The irregular wave form s are entered into the
genera tor after a wave spect rum has been transformed into a time se ries
using th e HP-86 microcomputer.
A towing carriage TUns on parallel rails 4.88 metr es apart on t op of
th e tank walls an d is ca pable of speeds from 0 to 6 mfs. The towing
carriage is equipped with a towing dynamometer wit h a freely moving heave
post. An angular induction trans ducer can be a ttached to the hea ve post in
order to measure rotations about a horizontal axis. The carria ge
operatin g plat fonn can be raised or lowered to facili ta te test ing at different
water depths .
In the first set of tests, two ship models, the M.V. Arctic an d an R·
class icebreak er, were subjected to roll decay tests in still water and forced
roll in regular beam seas. For th e forced roll tests, a range of wave
frequencies straddl ing the model roll natural frequency was chosen. For each
frequency chosen, tests were performed with three different moments of
inert ia for the ship model.
In the second set of tests an Rcfees icebreake r was subjected to roll
decay tests in still water and forced roll test s in both regular and irregular
seas. Again, for the forced roll tests , a range of frequen cies str addling the
natural frequency of roll was chosen . Each test was performed for the ship
model without bilge ke els, with bilge keels and with bilge keels and a 10%
increase in the moment of inertia.
Spouge, Collins and Ire land [5J discuss methods of vari ous complexity
for the performance of roll decay tes ts . It is desirable to have as pure an
initial roll exciting moment as possible. This was considered prior to the
perfonnance of the roll tests on the M.V. Arctic model and the R-elass
icebreaker model. However, due partly to financial acd materi al
constraints and partly to the fact that rolling motio n is coupled with the
other degrees of freedom to a certain extent anyway, it was decided to
impress the initial heelin g moment manually. Concerns over manuall y
heeling a model are that pus hing one side of the vessel down and releasing
it would produce a heave respons e as well as a roll response. Due to the
couplin g between heav e and roll, this heaving motion would interfere with
the roll response and accurate result s would not be possible. To overcome
this, one side of the vessel was pushed down while the other side was pulled
up with approximate ly the same force. This produces a purer heeling
moment with corres pondingly less heave response. With a littl e practi ce, th e
experime nter can become adept at judging th e balance of forces. The
SELSPOT system's .ability to measure the six degre es of freedom of the
response corroborated t he decision to use this method. Acceptable confidence
interval s using the linearized damping coefficients were calculated.
In the fIrSt set of tests , the forced roll tests were performed with the
model tethered and untethered. It was found that in sufficient data could be
collected with the model untethered due to the amount of drift.
Consequently, further forced roll test s wer e performed with th e medel
tethered. The tethering point s were made to be contained in the longitudinal
axis containin g the centre of gravity. The tethering rod s are described in the
following section.
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2.1 The Models
Two models were used to obtain roll data. A 1:80 scale model of the
M.V. Arctic and a 1:40 scale model of an R-Clas8 icebreaker hull form.
Both models were previously built according to specifications of the
Institute for Marine Dynamics. The M.V. Arctic model was built at the
Institute for Marine Dynamics on their numerical ly controlled milling
machine . The R-Class icebrea ker model was built a t the Cabot Ins titute
using a lines plan and parameter s supplied by the Institute for Marine
Dynamics.
For the first set of tests, the moments of inertia and centres of
gravity of the M.V. Arctic and the R-Class icebreaker were chosen
arbitrarily, as no data concerning these parameters were available at the
time .
For the second se t of tests, data concerning a typical cond ition,
including a typical ron period, for the R-Class icebreaker were obtained
from the Institute for Marine Dynamics and used.
11
The models were ballasted and tr immed to the correct water lines as
indicated on the specificat ion sheets from the Institu te for Marine Dynamics.
Sets of weights were arranged in each model such that they could be moved
together or apart in a hori zontal plane, thereby allowing the roll moment ot
inertia to be change d without changing the vertical centre of gravity, to see
t he influence of the roll natural frequency on damping. These arrangements
al lowed for a maximum change in the roll moment of inert ia of
approximately 7% for the M.V. Arctic, approximately 18% for the R-Class
icebreaker in the first set of tests and approximately 10% for the R·Class
icebreaker in the second set of tests.
2.1.1 The M.V. AJ.·ctic Model
The M.V. Antic model was constructed of lamina ted wood milled to
the correct shape and hollowed to a shell thickness of approximately 3 em.
The outer hull was then covered with an epoxy coating and sm oothed. There
was no deck.
A body plan of the model is given in Fig. 2.1.1.1. The particulars of
the model are given in Table 2.1.1.1.
12
I.
Figure 2.1.1.1
Body plan of M.V. ArctIc
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TABLE 2.1.1.1
M. V. WARCTIC" Model Particulars
Scale 1:80
L.B.P .
BEAM
DEPI'H at midships
DRAIT
DISP LACEM ENT
V.C.G. a bove Baseli ne
h C.G. from A.P
GM
14
2.456 m.
0.2857 m.
0.204 m.
0.1371 m.
70.20 kg
0.090 m.
1.270 m.
O.02'J:t m.
-- - ---t;:;;~
Ftcure 2.1.1.2
Tethering 8JT8I1gement for forcedroll testa
16
of gravity. Tetheri ng rods of 1/4 inch mild steel were bent into an L shape
and fitted at bow and stern. The tethering point on the rod was
determined by laying the model on a level surface and measuring from the
su rface to 8 point on the rod equivalent to the height of the centre of
gravity. See Fig. 2.1.1.2
2.1.2 The R·Clas8 Iceb reak er Model
The R-Cla$s icebreaker model was constructed of fibreglass woven
roving impregnated with epoxy resin for the shell, with 1/4 inch plywood
covered with epoxy resin for the two bulkheads and the deck. The outer
hull was covered with gel coat and smoothed.
A body plan of the model is given in Fig. 2.1.2.1. The particulars of
the model for each set of tests are given in Tables 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2.
For the teth ering of the model for the forced roll tests. 112.inch mild
ste el rods were used. bent into an L shape and atta ched at bow and stern.
The assump tions and methods for determini ng the tethering points used
for the M.V. Af1:tic were used for the R-Class icebreaker as well.
16
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TABLE 2.1.2.1
R..(:lass Icebreak er Model Par ticulars
(First set of te sts)
Scale 1:40
L.B.P.
BEAM
DEPI'H a t midships
DIW'r
DISPLACEMENT
V.C.G. above Baseline
L.C.G. from A.P.
GM
TABLE 2.1.2.2
2.192 m.
0.484 m,
0.310 m.
0.1785 m.
122.0 kg
0.055 m.
1.107 m.
0.086 m.
R-Class Icebreaker Model Particulara
(Second set of tests )
Scale 1:40
L.B.P.
BEAM
DEPI'H at midship s
DIW'r
DIS PLACEMENT
V.C.G. abov e Baselin e
hC.G. from A.P.
GM
18
2.192 m.
0.484 m.
0.310 m.
0.1735 m.
117.6 kg
0.1936 m.
1.107 m.
0.025 m.
2.1.3 Calculation of th e Centres of Gra vi ty of th e Models
Two methods were used to calcula te the centres of gravity of the two
models. The first used a frame balance to dete rmine th e centre of gravity
dir ectly; the second used an inclining experiment and the hydrosta tic
particu lars of th e models.
For the first set of tests. the centres of gravity of the models were
chosen arbitrari ly. Therefore, the models were bal lasted nne! trimmed to even
keel and the resultant centres of gravity measured. For the second set of
tests, the vertical centre of gra vity and the natural period of roll of the R-
Class icebreake r were to be modelled to suit th e param eters obtained from
th e Institute of Marin e Dynami cs. This req uired a number of iterat ions of
ballasting and measure ment of the centre of gra vity and roll period.
2.1.4 Frame Balance
The frame balance consists of a rigid outer frame supporti ng a rigid
inner fram e on two knife edges such that the inner frame is free to swing.
See Fig. 2.1.4.1. The inner frame has a platfonn upon which the model can
be laid.
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INCLINING TABLE
I... [I
Flgun> 2.'A'
Plan , rront and profile views of inclining table
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The emp ty in ner frame is levelled with a bubble level an d the distance
between in ner frame an d oute r frame is measured with Vern ier calipers at
a known distance from the axis formed by the two knife edges. Subsequent
deflection measurements are taken at the same point.
Weights are adde d to a pan which had been suspended from the inn er
frame at a known distance from the axis formed by the knife edges previous
to the levelling of the inner frame. The addition of the weights causes th e
inne r frame to rotate relative to the oute r frame and the deflections are
measur ed at t he pre viously ment ioned point . The weights are incremented
to give a ra nge of deflect ions up to a maximum of approximately 3.5 degrees
rota tion.
The weights are then removed from the pan an d the initial distance
from inner to outer frame is checked .
The model is th en placed upon th e in ner fram e platform and adjusted
un t il its cen tre of gravity lies in th e same verti cal plane as th e inn~r fram e's
centre of gravity. 'I'his is achieved by adjus ting the model until the distance
from inne r to ou te r frame is the same as the distan ce when the inner frame
was empty. Weights are agai n adde d to the pan and a range of deflect ions
are recorded.
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Linear regression techniques are used to determine equations
describing th e plots of the tangent of the deflected angl e
(deflection/distance to knife edge aDs ) versus the added moment for both
the empty frame and the frame plus model. Choosing an ang le within the
data range, values for the added moment for both the empty fram e and for
the fram e plus model are obtai ned. Subtra ctin g the added moment for the
emp ty fram e from the added moment for the frame plus model will give
the restoring moment provided by th e mode l. The vert ical centre of
gravi ty of th e model can then be calcula ted using the following formula:
CO... := H- W:t':no 2.104.1
where H .. the dis tance from knife edge axis to the platform
M.. .. resto ring moment due to the model
W. = weight of model
CO. = vertical centre of gravity of the model
2.1.5 Th e In clining Experiment
An inclini ng experiment was perform ed on each model, for ea ch se t
of tests , as a check .
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Four known weights were moved transversely a known distance and
the resultant inclination of the model was measured for each movement
using a digital inclinometer. The metacentric height, GM, was calculated
for each inclination and the results were averaged.
The following equation used to determine the metacentric
height , GM.
GM =w...~tfan8 2.1.5.1
where M = the inclining moment
W... = the displacement of the model (weight)
8 = the induced angle of inclination
The vertical centre of gravity was calculated using the following
fonnula:
KG =KB+BM -GM 2.1.5.2
where KG .. vertical centre of gravity
KB = vertical centre of buoyancy
BM = distance from vertical centre of buoyancy to
metacentre
GM = distance from vertical centre of gravity to
metacentre
= metacentric height
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KB and GM were taken from the hydrostatic particulars supplied by
the Institute for Marine Dynamice.
In order to determine a nonlinear equation for the restoring T .cment
to be used in the Energy method, values of the righting lever arm for
various angles. or a GZ curve, had to be deduced. The Wolfson Unit MTIA
Hydrostatic and Stability software package WG8 used for this purpose . The
set of offsets describing the hull of the model and various other parameters
were input to this package which then calculated the GZ curve values. (See
Figs. 2.1.5.1, 2.1.5.2, 2.1.5.3). A least squares routine was then used to fit
a polynomial to these values. The GZ curve is symm'~tric about the origin
of the axes and therefore the righting lever arm will vary from positive to
negative as the roll angle varies from negative to positive. This is
accomplished by having the terms of the restoring moment raised to odd
powers only.
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Displacement .. 122.0 kg.
Assume d KG .. 0.055 In.
03 & 9 12 '518212421303331 39 4 2 45 48 " ,.. 51&0
--Figure 2.1.6.1
Restoring lever arm, GZ, curve for R-Class icebreaker in finl t Iiet of testa
Displaceme nt .. 70.2 kg.
Assumed KG .. 0.096 m.
Figure 2.1.5.2
Restoring lever ann, OZ, curve for M.V. ArctIc in fi.retset of tests
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Displacem.ent .. 111.6 kg.
Assumed KG - 0.1936 IU .
,.
,.
0 .'
"
, ¥-- - - - - - - - - - - - --\l
Figure 2.1.6.3
Restoring lever eea, Gz, curve for R-Clus icebreaker in second Betof tesb
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2.2 Data Collection
Two methods were used for collection of roll response data . the
SELSPOT (SELective SPOT recognition) System and an angular induction
transduce]' affixed to the hull.
The first set of tes... ~ -ed the SELSPOT System exclusively. The
second set of tests repeated each test for the SELSPOT System and for the
angular induction transducer.
The SELSPOT System, manufactured by Selective Electronic Co.
(SELCOM) of Sweden. is an optical electronic device capable of measuring
the three dimensional position of up to 30 points as defined by Light
Emit ting Diodes (LED's).
The LED's are pulsed every 3.2 milliseconds which allows a
maximum sampling rate of 312.5 frames per second, Two electronic
cameras with photosensitive detectors provide a digiti zed output of the
displacement of each LED from the origin of its focal plane. Using vector
calculus. the x, y, and z coordinates of each LED can be determined using
the surveyed position of each camera and the line vectors to the LED's.
Theoretically the line vectors from both cameras should intersec t at the
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centroid of the LED positions but, due to imperfections in the optical
lenses , random noise in the digitization of the signals and th e errors
involved in the initial surveying of the LED's and the cameras, this does
not occur. To accommodate this, an orthogonal line between the two line
vectors is calculated and the actual position of the centroid of the LED's is
considered to be a point halfway between the points of in tersection of the
orthogonal lin e and the two line vectors. The distance between these
points of intersection is then used as a measure of the error of the LED's
position . To minimize this error , th e cameras should be pla ced as close as
possible to 90 degrees from one another with respect to the obje ct being
measured.
Using at least 3 nonlinear LED's, the translational and rotation al
(six degrees of freedom) motion response of a rigid body can be measur ed
as a function of time using th e system software.
The prim ary system hardw ar e consisted of either 4 or 8 LED's
mounted on the model, a LED control unit secured above the model, two
cameras mounted 90 degrees apart and an administration unit.
The initial x, y and z co-ordinates, in the tank co-ordinate system, of
the LED 's an d the cameras ar e calculated using azimuth and inclination
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measured with a transit. The same ini tial positions are then measured
with the SELSPOT system.
Using this data, the system software calculates two transformation
matrices (one for each camera) enabling measurements made by t.he
cameras to be transformed to the tank co-ordinate system. To minimize
error, a least squares routine is u sed in the transforma tion of th e camera
measurements to the tank co-ordinate system. The difference between the
co-ordinates 8S measured by the transit and the rotated and translated
camera co-ordinates is used as a meas ure of error.
The SELSPOT System will give accuracies of 0.2 em in trans lation
and 0.2 degrees in rotation .
The angular induction transduce r was affixed directly to the model
with its axis of rotation in the centrep lane of the model, parall el to the
waterline and containing the centre of gravity of the model. Its signal was
recor ded, along with the signal from the heave r "'lt potentiomete r and the
wave probes, on an HP3968A Instrum enta tion Tape Recorder. This is an 8
channel, 6 speed recorder capable of FM recording over a bandwidth of DC
to 5 kHz and for direct. recording of signals up to 64 kHz. Calibration of
the heave post and angu lar induction trans ducer was performed
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intermittently throu ghout the tests but it was found, as had been sugg ested,
th at th e calibra tion did not vary.
The wave profiles genera t ed for both sets of tests were r ecorded using
two sta ndard twin wire linear resistance wave probes. One was positioned
9.4 metres ups tream of the centre of gravity of the model. The other,
servi ng a s a phase indi cator, was placed 1 me tre away from the m odel's
cen tre of gravity and th e same distan ce from the waveboard a s the m odel.
As the resi stance wave probes were temp eratur e dependent, the wave
generato r was run for approxima tely 10 minutes to elimina te any water
temperature gra dients before calibration of th e probes. Both probes were
calibrated by raising and loweri ng the probe 5 ern from its zero point in
increments of 1 em. The volta ge across the wires was measu red a t each
in crement. A linear regression was performed on th e resultant da ta to
dete rmine the calibration coefficients. The calibration coefficients did not
va ry significantly from day to da y.
The wave probe signa ls for both set- of tests were rec orded on an
HP.'3968A Instrumentation Tape Recorder. Th e signal was th en digiti zed
using a Keithley System 570 digitizer.
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The Keithley System digitizer was also used to digitize the a ngular
ind uction trans ducer's si~al. Correapondence between the wave probe
signal and the angular induction tr ansducer's signal was achieved by
recording them at the same time on the same tape and then digitizing
them simultaneously through the Keithley System.
Correspondence between the SELSPOT data and the wave probe
data was achieved by sending a trigger signa l to the FM recorder when
the SELSPOT system started recording data. This trigger signal was used
to start the digitization of data in the Keithley System.
The SELSPOT data was converted to a n appropriare form and stored
on floppy diskettes after each test . Due to data storage constraints, the
maximum scan rate of 312.5 samples/sec. was reduced by a factor of 4 to
78.1 samples/sec. In order to reduce the effect of noise, filteri ng, as
discussed by Laurich {27], was performed by averaging severa l consecutive
frames. In the first set of tests, this further reduced the sample rate to
9.75 samp les/sec. for the M.V. Arctic tests and 19.5 samples/sec. for the R·
Class tests. In the second set of tests, this reduced the sa mple rate for
the R-Class icebreaker to 39 samp les/sec. The angular ind uction
transd ucer signal was digitized to 39 samples/sec. to correspond to this .
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2.3 Reliabillty
In order to determine the repeatability or reliability of the te sts,
confidence intervals using the linearized damping coefficients were
calculated. The linearized damping coefficients were used as thi s was the
only way to ensure that the total damping was accounted for . There is a
probl em of energy sha ring between the coefficients of the nonlinear
dampin g forms. In other words. the coefficients of the nonlinear dampi ng
forms may vary but can give the same response when used in the rolling
motion equation. The init ial ang les are within 4 degrees of each other for
related test s which negates concerns about the variance of the initial
angles influencing the lin eariacd damping coefficients.
Due to the small size of the samples, the Stcdent-t distribution was
used . The assumption implicit in using the Student-t distribution is th at
the sample range is normally distributed. In order to investigate this , the
ran ge of the sample is divided evenly and the frequency of occurrence in
each division is plotted in a histogram . If this resembles the bell shape of
the norm,al distribution, i.e. its p eak is in the middle, then t he ogive is
plotted . This is a graph of the cumulative frequency of occurrenc e versus
the evenly divided range. For a normally distributed sample thi s has a
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characteristic S curve. All the ogivee for the tests had this characteristic
curve. (See Fig. 2.3.1 to Fig. 2.3.3)
The mean and standard deviation of the linearized damping
coefficients are then calculated. Using the Student-t method. 99%
confidence intervals were calculated for related tests . This means that the
probability of a damping coefficient being greater or less than the extreme
values of this interval is 0.5%. All the tests considered for analysis fell
within the appropriate confidence interval .
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equivalent linear damping coefficient
Figure 2.3.1
Ogive for R-Claes icebreaker without bilge keels
e +-~~+-~~~~~-I
0 .6<1 0.66 C.M 0 .7 0.72 0.74 0 .76
equi valent linear damping coefB.cient
FIgure • .3.2
Ogive (or R·Cla SBicebreaker with bUge keels
1" moment ot inertia
3.
equivalent linear damplng coefficient
Figure 2.3.3
Ogive for R·ClaS8 icebreaker with bUge keels
~ moment of inertia
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3.0 METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Three methods of analyzing the roll decay were considered and
compared; the Perturbation method, the Krylov-Bogoliubov technique or K.B.
method, and the Energy method.
The f11"8t two techniques are accepted methods of analysis and can be
considered the classical techniques. The Perturbation method assumes the
nonlinear response as a small perturbation of the linear response. A
perturbation series of the solution in a small perturbation parameter is
substituted in the roll equation and solved numerically with the help of a
least squares routine. The KB. method use s the method of slowly varying
parameters to find an equation for the rate of decay of the absolute value of
the maxima and minima of the roll decay curve as a function of the damping
moment parameters. Both these methods rely on the measurement and
fitUng of the damping moment form to the peak values of the roll decay
The third method, the Energy method, is based on an energy approach
as its name implies. With the help of a least squares routine, it uses the
equivalence of the rate of change of the total energy of the system with the
rate of energy dissipation in the damping to identify the damping
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parameters. Unlike the previous two methods , this technique usee the
whole curve in its analysis, not just the peak values . It also does not use
the averaging technique and can handle a general form of the damping
and restoring moments as well as being valid for large rolling motion.
3.1 The Perturbation Method
Perturbation methods assume that the nonlinear response of a ship
is a small perturbation of the linear response. This means that the
method is essentially valid for small nonlinearities only . Inherent in the
solutions for this method is the assumption of small linear damping. The
method is capable of handling only simple forms of the nonlinear damping
moment, such 8S the linear plus quadratic and linear plus cubic velocity
dependent forms, and linear restoring momenta.
The Perturbation method for this analysis was taken from Mathisen
and Price [91.
A general equation for ship rolling can be written in the form:
3.1.1
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where 1$ = roll angle in rndians
[ '" the mass moment of inertia in kg mt (dry structure
plus fluid component)
S(J) = the damping moment in Newton metres
C(t/I) = the restoring moment in Newton metres
F = the exciting moment in Newton metres
For roll decay, F=O. Dividing the equation by the mass moment of
inertia and choosing a linear plus quadratic fonn for the damping, the
followingequation is obtained:
3.1.2
where C(¢J) =CiP =w:t/I
A linear form was chosen for the restoring moment as the
Perturbation method cannot handle a nonlinear form of restoring moment.
All linear coefficients ( dl ,w~ ) are assumed to be positive and the damping
coefficients may be frequency dependent.
The Perturbation method assumes non-zero linear damping and small
roll velocities. These assumptions provide that the nonlinear damping terms
will have smaller magnitude than the linear damping terms . Given this, the
small parameter e , (0 < e < 1) is included for use in a perturbation
expansion.
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The perturbation expansion takes the form of a power series in the
small parameter e as follows:
where t = time
t/Jo =basic solution
iPl = first order term
~2 = eeconr; order term.
The initial roll displacement is defined at time t=O.
3.1.3
The perturbation expansion is inserted into equation (3.1.2) and
terms of the same order of magnitude of t: are sorted as follows:
These equations may be solved to any order but for the purpose of
simplicity they were restricted to second order. The right hand sides of
the equations can be taken to be exciting terms defined by the lower order
solutions.
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'The sgn (or sign) funetion is used to eliminate the need for the
ab solute value function in the quadratic damping term, It is defined as:
{
+1 if ¢ > 0
sgn(.;))... 0 if¢ =O
- 1 if ¢ < 0
3.1.7
In deriving equations (3 .1.4) to (3.1.6) only the order of the terms
appropriate to the equation have been used in the sgn function .
Subcritieat damping, i.e, J:<4C leads to the following solution for
equation (3.1.4) :
where ~Ol '" initial amplitude of purely linear deeay proc ess, not the
value of the first roll maximum or minimum
001 = phase angle. This is set to zero by choosing t=O at the
first maximum.
Differentiating equation (3.1.8) gives
Jo=~Ol e{~I(-O .Sdl cos(wnt) - wnsin(wnt)] 3.1.9
This equation can be simplified by the assumption that the linear
damping coefficient is small compared with twice the natural frequency .
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The simplified equation is as follows:
3.1.10
Subs tituting equation (3.1.10) into equation (3.1.5), the right hanr' :;':1,I.e
is expanded into an odd Fourie r series in the fonn
-d2J~sgn (Jo ) = d2 41~lw;e(-dl ll _2: 7r ~S~~tt) 2) 3.1.11
p_l.3.... P P P
Only the first harmonic of this Fourier series is considered, for two reasons:
1) the higher harmonics have small amplitude compared with the first
harmonic: 2) the first harmonic occurs at the natural frequency of the
system and the resulta nt resonant roll response will ten d to filter out the
highe r freqUlmcyexcitations .
Aa the analysis is taken to higher order terms , it can be seen that
the ampli tude terms of the solution form a geometric series whose
summ ation gives
3.1.12
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The Perturbation method uses only the peak values of the roll decay
record. Ri , i ;; 1.2,3, .. . In order to tra nsform.the time function (3.1.12)
to accommodate Itt, the fonowing is used:
i ;; 1,2,3,
Equation (3.1.12) then takes the form
R. _ 3"dl~O I
I - 3r.d\e(*t1 _ St:d2~Olw~
3.1.13
3.1.14
The undamped natural frequency, W~. is taken as the
frequency of the roll decay record. Mathisen and Price [9J state tha t the
method may be inappropriate for analysis if there is any significant
variation in the frequency.
As there are three unknowns , d\, ld2 and ~o.. at least thr ee maxima
and minima must be available to provide estimates for the se parameters.
In order to minimize error, in practice a much larger number of maxima
and minima are required tegethe r with a least squares routine. A
suggested appropriate error tenn is the difference between the estimated
peak value and t he observed peak value. The sum of the squared error
terms is referred to as the residual sum of squares, minimisation of which
gives optimal estimates of the damping coefficients. However, this residual
is a complicated non linear function of d1 , ld~ and ~Ol and may have a
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number of local minima. It is possible to get negative values for the linear
damping coefficient which is not considered to be real istic. Therefore. some
form of constraining is required , with the constraint limiting the linear
damping coefficient to positive values. After the parameters are estimat ed,
they must be checked with the following convergence criterion for the
geometric series.
Sfd;:;:IA.'"< 1 , t > 0 3.1.15
If this is not satisfied, then the largeat roll angle must be omitted
from the analysis and the estimation repeated .
A computer programme was written using the above equations, (3.1.14)
and (3.1.15) and a non linear least squares routine was used in order to
analyze the simulated roll decay record generated for use in the comparison
of the three technique s. The values of the nonlinear damping coefficient s
used in the simulated roll decay record were taken from the same paper,
Mathisen and Price [9], as equations (3.1.14) and (3.1.15).
The nonlinear least squares routine required initial estimates of the
three unknown parameters d1 • fd, and (101 ' The routine turne c 'ut to be
extremely sensiti ve to variations in the initial estimates. There was a very
narrow range of values for each parameter, outside of which the routine
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would not converge or would give una cceptable estimates. In fact, the
initial estima tes had to be 80 close to the actual values tha t the re was
often no need for th e analysis to tak e place.
Additional disadvantag es to the techniqu e are its validity for smalJ
nonlinearities only, its ass umption of small Iinear damping, and its
dependence on lar ge numbers of roll extre ma, and th erefore long roll decay
records . for greater accura cy.
These disadvantages tend to nega te the use of this method in the
analysis of roll decay with bilge keels , as these records tend to have
relatively few periods , larg e linear damping and large nonlinearities.
3.2 The Kry lov -Bogoliubov Method (KoB. Method)
Sometime s called the averaging technique , this method uses the
assumption of slowly varying parameters to derive an equation relating the
rate of decay of the peak values to a polynomial function of the peak
values having functions of the damping parameters as coefficients.
A general form. of the roll equation, with an angle dependent and
velocity dependent damping moment, can be written as
3.2.1
where D(I$) = restoring moment
"" w; 1$ for K.B. method
w.. = natural frequency of roll
, = linear damping ratio
and
The following relationships are assumed where R"" R(t) = maximum
amplitude and 8"" 9(t) "" phase angle and both are slowly varying.
i.e. dJR ~ ~ ~ o
dt' dt2
1$ = R sin T/l
~ = w" R cos Tjl
t/J= w"t + 8
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3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
Differenti ating (3.2.3) gives
J= wnR cos lfJ+9RcostP +R sinlfJ
Comparing (3.2.4) with (3.2.6) gives
Rsin"'+8Reo st/J = O
3.2.6
3.2.7
which lead s to
~ = Wn RcoslfJ-w: R sinlfJ - Wn ROsin lfJ 3.2.8
Substitution into (3.2.1) and using (3.2.7) gives
Rwn cos t/J-&J~ sin ¢-w"RlJ sin ¢+w:Rsin ¢ =- 2( w" N (R sin t/J • wnR cos lfJ) 3.2.9
Multiplying (3.2.7) x w" siny, and (3.2.9) x cosy, and summi ng the
results gives
Since il. is slowly varying, the right hand side of equation (3.2.9)
becomes a slowly varying function of time and can be replaced with its
average over a period . 'This leads to
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The integration of the right hand side gives
where o.= - ( w..
b= g. ( W..(fl +2W..f 3)
c= -~W"(f2+3w~f")
3.2.12
3.2.13
3.2. 14
3.2.15
A least squares fit can be performed usin g roll decay data . In order
to use a different form of the damping moment , the appropriate e terms can
be set to zero. For example, for the linear plus quadratic velocity dependent
damping moment , fl , f2 and f4 would be set to zero. Thus
where
R=aR +bR'
a= - ( "'..
3.2.16
3.2.17
3.2.18
This was the form used in the analysis of the simulated roll decay record.
A computer programme was written incorporating equation (3.2.12)
and allowing the appropriate term to be set to zero to tailor the nonlinear
damping moment to the desired form.
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AB can be seen from the coefficients a, band c in equations (3.2.12),
(3.2.13) and (3.2.14), this technique does not wholly separate the influence
of angle dependent and velocity dependent terms of the same order of
magnitude.
As well. like the Perturbation method, only the peak values of the
roll decay record are used. This means that long roll decay curves, which
are often hard to obtain, are required to obtain sufficient peaks for a
reasonably accurate fit. Care must also be taken when using the later,
smaller amplitude part of the curve as these results are often inaccurate .
The K.B. method does not allow for a nonlinear restoring moment
which makes its applicability to large angle motion analysis doubtful.
The advantages to this method lie in the fact that it is easy to apply
(i.e. does not necessarily require a computer) and is relatively accurate for
small damping moments and linear restoring momenta.
4.
3.3 The Energy Method
Although the concept behind the Energy method is not entirely new,
its application to the analysis of ship rolling motion is novel. Bass and
Haddara (7] present it as an alternative to the currently accepted methods.
This method uses the concept that the rate of change of the total
energy in rolling motion is equivalent to the rate of change of energy
dissipated by the roU damping.
The equa tion of rolling motion can be taken as:
h D(¢) = -2 ' ~"N(¢ , ¢) 3.3.1
where D("iI) can be nonlinear . Multiplying both sides by ~ gives
where ~ f.(¢' ) - ""
T.(G(¢ll = DC¢)"
Integrating from t i to t i+l gives
3.3.3
3.3.4
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where H(t)= the total energy of the ship per unit virtual moment of
inertia at time t.
3.3.6
Equation (3.3.5) shows the energy loss is equal to the energy
dissipated in damping.
In order to apply the method to the analysis of roll damping, the roll
decay curve is digitized at equally spaced instants in time. The number of
points per period should be no Ieee than 10 and need not be greater than
40. The roU velocity is calculated at each instant of time. Likewise the
H(t) term, equation (3.3.6), is evaluated at each instant. A parametri c
fonn for the roll damping moment is assumed and the integral on th e
right hand side of equation (3.3.5) is obtained numericelly. The method of
least squares is then used to obtain the coefficients of the damping
moment .
If a general form of the roll damping moment is assumed as before
then let
1,1'.1 N(~,J,)J>d t = 2(w.. l,I' .1 [J,2 + f} 1 ¢ 1 ~2 + f21/12¢2+ f:l I~IJ>2 +f4~4 l dt 3.3.8
.
= 2: bini;
;- 1
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3.3.9
where
bi =2(w"f; i= I ,2,3,4
and
n,,~ J.."" loi(t)loi'(t)dt
also let
Qi(t) = H(l;) - H(tiH)
Substituting into equation (3.3.9) gives
Qi(t) = t bjn ii
j =l
3.3.10
3.3.11
3.3.12
3.3.13
3.3.14
3.3.15
3.3.16
3.3.17
A least squares method can then be used to find the coefficients
which makes the mean squares difference between the left hand side and
the right hand side of equation (3.3.17) a minimum .
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As can be seen from equations (3.3.11) to (3.3.15), independent values
for each component of the roU damping moment can be evaluated using this
method.
A computer programme was written for this method allowing a choice
of any combination of the components of the roll damping moment form
shown in equation (3.3.7).
It was found upon use of the method that the ana lysis using the
Energy method must be applied over an integer number of cycles and must
be applied from peak value to peak value. This is due to the uneven change
in energy over the cycle. It was found that the greate st change in energy
occurred over the first quarter of the cycle,levelled off and decreased again,
but not as abruptly, over the last half of the cycle. This uneven change in
energy over the cycle is brought about by the nonlinear damping moment.
The plots of th e energy throughout the cycle were obtained using equation
(3.3.6) and the experimental data record. (see Figs. 3.3.1 . 3.3.3).
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Figure 3.3.1
Energy change per cycle for tests without bilge keels
_.....
Energy changeper cycle for tests with bUgekeels and Gnt mOlilentof inertia
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Figure 3.3.3
Energy change per cycle for tests with bilge keels and second moment of inertia
3.4 Comparison of Methods
In order to compare the three meth ods a simulated ron decay record
generate d (see Fig. 3.4.0 using a Runi e-Kutta routine and the
following differential equatio n:
The damping coefficient s were tak en to be 2' 101.. = 0.07 b =0..5 and
the natural frequency w" = 3.14
The damping coefficients obtained from th e analy ses by the three
differen t methods were used to predict the peak. values of the record and
the resul ts were compared (see Figs. 3.4.2 to 3.4.6). Initially, the decay
record was predicted by substi tutin g the estimated damp ing coefficients in
the differential equation used in th e Runge-Kutta routin e. This method was
not satisfactory as th e Runge·Kutta routine had a cumula tive effect on any
errors in the damping coefficient e..timati on. Therefore. the following
equation predi cting th e peak values of the record given th e initial Peak value
was derived from the ItS. method and used. Ma1'8hfield (10).
R(l ) = 1";;" -Kr' c = l+~"
s
3.4.2
Figure 3.4.1
Simulated roll decay curve for use in comparing analysis methods
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Figure 3.4.3
Prediction of simulated roll decay curve by Perturbation lIJethod,
2nd . try , (a pproximate coefficient initial values)
F\gw'e .....
Prediction of simulated roll decay curve by Perturbation method,
3rd. try, (exact coe£Bcient initiRl valuee)
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Figure 3.4.5
Predictiou. of simulated roll decaycurve by Krylov.Bogoliubov method
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Predictionof simulatedroll doeo.y curve b1 Energymethod
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As can be seen from Figs. 3.4.2 to 3.4.6, the Energy method and the
KB. method estimates both provide very good predictions of the roll decay
curve, wit h the En ergy method ha ving a marginall y better percent error than
the K.B. method. The difference between the K.B. and Ener gy methods
would be clearer when applied to a case with nonlinear restor ati on as the
K.B. method usu ally gives good re sults with linear restoration. However, the
predi ction equati on was derived from th e K.B. meth od and there fore requ ired
a linear restora tion term . The Perturbation method's esti mates gave
reas onably good predictions. but only when th e initi al estimate s of the
damping coefficien ts were within one to two percen t of the actu al value s. It
was also difficult to arrive at an initial estimate of VOl ' the pur ely lin ear
decay pro cess ini tial amplitude . In fact, the initial amplitude of th e roll
decay record was used.
From these compari sons it was determined that the Pertu rba tion
me thod wa s the least favored of the three method s. This was due to the
ne ed to know ini ti al estimates of the damping coefficien t s, the narrow range
within whi ch the initial estim ates had to He, the inability to hand le
nonlin ear restoring moments and its in applica bility for certain types of
rolling moti on, i.e. large nonlinearities and large ampli tude motion. It also
re quired the use of the roll decay peaks only, which necessitates th e use
relatively long roll decay records to obtain a reasonably accura te estimate .
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Although the KB. method uee e roll peak s for ita analysis, unli ke the
Pert urba tion method it is easy to a pply, requires no initial estimates a nd
resulted in a more accura te predi ction than the Perturbation method .
However, it doea not allow for th e use of a nonlin ear restoring moment
which tends to reduce its I xuracy for la rge am plitude motion. It a lso
canno t separate the influence of a ngle dependent and velocity dependent
components of the same order of m agnitude. Based on the com parison of
the prediction s an d the versatility of the methods, thi s method was
cons idered b et ter th an the Perturbation m ethod but not ea good as th e
Energy met hod.
The Energy method wall consi dered th e best of the three method s for
thre e main rea sons . Fin tly, the m ethod u ses th e whole roll deca y record .
not jwt the peak values. Thus shorter roll decay records can be used in
the ana lysis . As well, the latter part of the roll decay record , with its
atte n dant lower reliability, need not be used in the analysi s. Secondly, the
Energy method a llows th e use of a non linear restoring moment in th e
analysis. This provid es a m ore accu rate analysis of large amplitu de motion .
Thirdl y, the influen ce of ea ch com ponent of the roll damping moment CM
be ev aluate d separately from the oth er comp onents.
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For these three reasons, and the fact that the Energy method
coefficients resulted in predictions of the simulated roll decay 8S good 8S,
or better than either of the other two methods, the Energy method was
considered the best of the three methods.
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4.0 ANALYSIS O F RESULTS
In this section, all analyses have be en performed. using the Energy
Meth od. This was due to its favora"'l .. ':tlmfla riaon with the other tw o
methods and to its ability to analyze sin&~...
Six form a of the damp ing moment were u sed in each analysi s. As
the total number of possib le combina tions DCthe forms was too big to be
feasible , the following (onns were used to cover th e accepted velocity and
angle dependen t forme.
1. Equivalent linear damping,
4.0.1
2. Linear plus linear angle depen dent damping ,
4.0.2
3. Linear p lus quadratic angle dependent damping,
4.0.3
4. Linear pl us quadratic velocity depende nt damping ,
2(w.J>+', IJ>I J>
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4.0.4
5 . Linear plus cubic ve locity de pendent damping,
4.0.5
6 . A combination of all of ·~..d above.
The data recorded with the SELSPOT w ere found to be fairly 'noisy', with
high freq u encies superim posed on the record. Even with the filtering as
de scribed by Laurich [271, there was st ill sufficie nt noise to interfe re with
the analysis. As the data recorded with the angular inductio n transducer
provided a much smoot h er sign al. these data were u sed as the primary
sou rce for t he sin gle cycle analysis. These data were the record of the roll
dec ay tests performed on the R-Class icebreaker in the second set of te sts.
Rea sonable results were obtained when analyzing the SE!.SPOT data over
the whole record. However . when single cycles were examined, the analysis
did not seem as accurate.
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4.1 Anal)"Sis or Single Cycle s or Stillwater Roll Decay
The equivalent linear damping coeffi cient fo r each cycle in each Toll
decay test in the second Bet of tests (R-Class icebreaker only) was de termin ed
and plotted as a furicricn of the initial am plitude of the cycle.
As the roll decay tes ts with bilge keels had only 3 cycles suita ble for
analysis , the results of the analyses of eac h set were plotted on one graph.
A line ar regression was performe d on the equivalen t linea r damping
coefficient val ues and plot ted alongside t hem (See Figs 4.1.1 an d 4.1. 2).,
The equivale nt linear dam ping coefficients for the rotl de cay tes ts without
bilge keels w ere also plotted colJectively a long with their linea r regression
analysis as a compa rison (See Fig. 4. 1.3). These figures s how dis tinctly t he
equi valent linear d am ping coefficient as a non con stant fun ction of the r oll
angle. The slope of the lin ear regressi on a nal ysis in creases sharp ly with the
addi tion of bil ge keels and again with an increase in the natura l frequen cy.
It is in teresting to note that alth ough the addition of bilge keels
effected a de crease in th e natur al frequency (fr om an average of 3.5 55
rad/ sec with e at bilge keels to 3.412 rad/sec with bil ge keels . due to the ad ded
moment of i nertia effect of the bilge keels on the water), the equiva len t
linear damp ing coefficient and th e slope of the linear regression increased.
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Figure 4.1.1
Collective linear damping for bilge keels (1 '" moment of inertia)
and regression
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Flaure 4.1.2
Collectlve linear damping for bUge keele (2- moment of inertia)
and regre ssion
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Figure 4.1.3
Collectivelinear damping for no bilge keels and regression
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A decrease in the natural freque ncy would decrease the rate of dissipation
of energy thus decreasing the equivalent linear da m ping. However, the
addi tion of the bilge k eels introduced more damping in the nonna l force
damping, wave making damping and vorte z shedding components . This
increase in damping counteracts the decrease in equi valent linear damping
due to the decrease in .n atural frequency and results in a ne t increase in the
equivalent linear damping. The deliberate decrease in the dry mass moment
of inert ia produced by shifting the ballast weights closer to the centreline
ca used a n increase in na tura l frequency and the expecte d increase in the
equivalent linear damping as shown in Fig. 4.1.2..
Altho ugh the linear regression analyses performed on the co1lecUve
per cycle equivalent linear damping coefficients seem to give a goodfit, the
equivale nt linea r damping coefficients for each cycle of the individual cases
could indi cate 8 more complex function of the roll angle. Fi gures 4.1.4 to
4.1 .8 show the equivale nt linea r damping coefficients per cycle and the linear
regression line plotted against th e average angle of th e cycla for five R-eJass
icebreaker stillwater roll tests .
In order to valida te the single cycle enelyeee, dam ping ctlelIicient s of
s uch an analysis were used to predict the peaks of the ro1l angles of the
cycles pre ceding the chose n cycle. In order to predict th ese peak s, equation
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FJgure 4.1.4
Individual linear damping per cycle for no bUgekeels
Testl
-
Figure 4. 1.5
lndividuallinear daIDping per cyclefor no bilge keels
Test 2
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Figwoe 4.1.6
Individual linear damping per cycle for no bilge keels
Test 3
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FIgure 4.1.'
Individual linear damping per cycle for no bilge k eels
Test 4
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FlIW'e 4.1.8
Individual linear damping per cycle for no bilge keels
Test 6
Figure 4.1.8
Prediction from single cycle starting ODe cycle outBide the data range
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Figure 4.1.10
Prediction from single cycle starting two qc!es outside the data range
"'"_El<PEIlI~NT
Figure '0&.1.11
Predictionfromsinglecyclestarting three cycles outsidethe data range
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(3.4.2) was used. The results of these predictions are shown in (Figs. 4.1.9-
11). TIle predictions were made using the cubic velocity dependent form of
the damping moment as these gave the best predictions. The linear angle
dependent form gave approximately twice the error of the cubic velocity
dependent fonn. This was still fairly good. being between 10% and 15%
error at the worst case. The single cycle damping coefficients using the cubic
velocity form gave very good predictions. within 5% error. up to 3 cycles
outside the data range.
A qualitative look at the results of the Energy method single cycle
analysis on the roll decay records of the R-Class icebreaker in the second
set of tests is presented in Tables 4.1.1-8. If the coefficients of a damping
term were negative in the analysis, this damping term was discard ed as
being physically unrealistic. The damping moment should always have the
same sign as the angular velocity. In Tables 4.1.1-8. a 'Y' means the
coefficients of that particula r form were positive and indicate a possible
viable fonn for the damping moment.
As can be seen from Tables 4.1.1-8, the angle dependent terms are
consistently more viable than the velocity dependent terms. This would
indicate a strong angula r dependence of the damping moment. The cubic
velocity dependent tenn gave the best predictions, however. the velocity
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TABLE 4.1.1
Qualitative presentation of single cycle damping coefficients for
R-Class icebreaker tests without bilge keels
Test 1
pamping coefficients
Cycle Iin<llI: yelocity dependent angle dependent
quadratic cubic Uneer Qlladra tic
y y
y y y
y y y
y y y y
y y
y y
y y y
y y
y y y y
TABLE 4.1.2
Qualitative presentation of single cycle damping coefficients for
R-class icebreaker tests without bilge keels
Test 2
Damping coefficients
Cycle .li.w:.w:: yelocity dependent~
Quadratic cubic Hnear Quadratic
y y y
y y y
y y
y
y y y
y y
y y y
y y y
y y y
13
TABLE 4.1.3
Quali ta tive presenta tion of angle cycle dam ping coefficient. for
R<lus k:eb,.....aker tests witho ut bilge keel
Test 3
Damp ing rnefficic ph
Cycle ~ yel lX'jty depe ndent Rnglc dependcnt
qu a d ra tic OJb jc li nea r Qu ad ratiC
y y y y
y y y
y y
y y y
y
y y
y y
y y
y y
TABLE 4.1.4
Qualitative presentation of single cycle dampiPi coefficients for
R-class icebreake r tests withou t bilge keel.
Test ..
Damping coefficient!!
Cycle ~ yelocity depe nd ent Rngle depe nde nt
quadratic cu b je li nea r qURdmHc
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7.
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
TABLE 4.1.6
Qualitative pre sentation of single cycle damping coefficients for
Rcclaaa icebreaker tests with bilge keels
1" moment of inertia
Test 1
Damping coefficients
Cycle liImw: yelQCjty dfment!pw; angle deoondent
9nadmtis CJlniC Unear quedratjc
y
y
y
TABLE 4.1.6
y
y
y
y
Quali ta t iva pre sentat ion of single cycle damping coefficients for
R-class icebr eaker te sta with bilge ke els
l " momen tofinerti a
Tes t 2
Cycle Haear yelocity denendent a ngle dependent
Quarlr a !:iC cubic llncer qu arlmtiC
y
y
y
76
y
y
y
TABLE 4.1.7
Quali ta tive presentation of single cycle ..-aping coefficients for
R<1888 Icebreak er tests with bilge keels
2""moment of inertia
Test 1
Cycle lineAr yt lOOt! dependent Angle d epend ent
qua dra tiC <;ubic Hnea r QUAd ra ti c
y
y
y
y
TABLE ,U .s
y y
y
Qualita tive presenta tion of single cycle damping c:oefficients for
R-d aas icebreake r tests with bilge belt
2'" moment of inertia
Test 2
DAmping rne fficjen tl!
Cycl e lintar yelocity d ePf nden t npd e de ne ndent
QUudmtic clIbiC Unear mladntic
y
y
y
y
y
y
76
y
y
y
y
dependent models are actually angle dependent models with a nonlinear
relation as shown in the followingequation.
4.1.1
This indication of angular dependence is supported by the plots of the
equivalent linear damping coefficientper cycle as a function of the average
angle of the cycle (Figs. 4.1.1·8).
4.2 Analysis of Whole Stillwater Roll Decay Record
As with the analysis of the single cycles. the damping coefficientsfrom
an analysis of half the roU decay records were used to predict the peaks of
the whole record; this was performed to validate the whole record analysis.
Both the Energy method and the KB. method were used and compand with
each other. The results of these predictions and comparisons are presented
in Figs. 4.2.1-9. The K.B. method was used to give quadratic and cubic
velocity dependent forma only. The predictions of both methods were made
using the coefficients derived from analyses of the first 4 cycles of the roll
decay records without bilge keels and from the first 2 cycles of the roll decay
records with bilge keels. For the roU decay records without bilge keels. 9
cycles were predicted. For the roll decay records with bilge keels. 3 cycles
were predicted.
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Figure 4.2.1
Predictions from half cycle to whole cycle using quadratic velocity component
from K.B. method and EnefR)' method for tests without bilge keels
Figure 4.2.2
PredictlODllfrom half cycle to whole c:ycleusing cubic velocity component
from 1tB. method and Energy method for tests without bilge keels
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FIgure .....
Predictions from hR:lfcycle to whole cycle using linear angle component
from Energy method for tests without bilge keels
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Figure 4.2.4
Predictionsfrom half cycle to whole cycle using cubic velocity component
fromK.B. method and Energy method for tests with bilge keels and 1st. moment
of inertia
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Figure 4.2.5
Predictionsfrom half cycle to whole cycle using quadratic velocity component
from K.B. method and Enf'<rgy method for testa with bilge keels and 1st. moment
of inerti a
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Figure 4.2.8
Predict ions from half cycle to whole cycle u~iDg linear angle component from
Energy meth od for testa with bUge keels and 1st. moment of inertia
8'
Figure 4.2.7
Predictions from balI cycle to wbole cycle wing quadratic velocity component
from ItB. method and Energy method for testa withbilge keels and 2nd.
moment of inertia
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Figure 4.2Jl
Prediction. from half cycle to wbole ';tele using cubic velocity component £rem
1tB. methodand Energy method for tests withbilge keels and2nd. moment of
inertia
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Figure 4.2.9
Predictions from half cycle to whole cycle using linear- angle
components from Energy method for tests with bilge keels
and 2'" moment of inert ia
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Both the Energy meth od and the KB. method gave good predictions
for the roll decay records without bilge keels; within 8· 10% error as the
worst case for the KB. method and within 4-6% error as the worst case for
the Energy method using quadratic and cubic velocity dependent damping
coefficient.
The K.B. method gave sHghtly bet ter predictions of the roll decay
records with bilge keels. This was surprisi ng as the K B. method used 5
peak values only for the ana lysis. In the tests with bilge keels. th e dampin g
was sufficiently high as to allow smal l angles of roll only and th e GZ curve
is quit e linear over the ran ge of these roll angles. This was to the
advantage of the KB . method which ass umes a linear restori ng moment.
However. beyond the third cycle the Energy method gave better res ults. The
roll decay records with bilge keels were more suspect than the records
without bilge keels as there seemed to be some bias as well as some drift of
the zero values of th e record with tim e for th e records with bilge keels.
Atte mpts were made to offset these problems by various methods of zeroing
and filtering but. in the end. as nothing seemed to alleviate the problem.
the records were left as is in thei r raw data form. The problem can be seen
in th e curve of th e peak values with time. Inste ad of following a smooth
curve. the peak values decrease in a discontinuous manner giving a 'zig zag'
appearanc e to the curve (See Figs. 4.2.4-9).
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With the exception of the M. V. ".A~tic" stillwater roll tests , the linear
and quadratic angle dependent forms used in the analysi s did not give as
good predictions as the quadratic an d cubic velocity dependent terms .
For th e records of the R-Class icebreaker without bilge keels, the ang le
dependent tenns gave predictions with errors less than 12 an d 13% up to the
latter part of the range outsi de the data used in the analys is (See Figs.
4.2.1·6). For the records of the M. V. "Arctic" without bilge keels . the
predictions had errors of less than 6%. For the records of the R-Class
icebreaker with bilge keels, the predictions us ing the angle depende nt terms
had errors ranging from 30-60%. The Energy metho d tended to overdam p
the pre diction. This can be explained by the fact that the first cycles of the
roll decay record were used t o calculate t he damping coefficients . Figures
3.3.1-3 show that the first few cycles have larg e changes in energy indicating
large dam ping. As th is damping was used to predict the rest of th e curve ,
it is unders tandable th at the predicti on was overdamped.
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A quali tative look at the half r ecord Energy method analyses of the
aforementi oned records is presented in Tables 4.2.1-3. As with the single
cycle anal yses, a negative coefficient was considered unrealistic. A 'Y' in
the tab le indicate s the coefficients of that fonn were positive and indicat e a
possible viable fonn for the dumping moment.
The tests without bilge keels and the tests with bilge keels and the 2M
moment of inertia had viable term s for all the damping coefficients used in
the analysis. The tests with bilge keels and the I" moment of inertia
showed little or no angle dependence. This is a puzzling result as the tests
had a similar natural frequency to the tests without bilge keels which would
indicate that th e addition of th e bilge keels produced less angle dependence
in the damping moment . However, if this was the case, the tests with bilge
keels and the 2nd moment of i:::<ortif\ would be expected to have tess angle
dependence in the damping moment. This is not the case. A possible
explan ation is that the drift in the zero values in the tests with bilge keels
has affected th e analy sis.
The increa se in the natural frequency due to the decrease in the mass
moment of inertia resulted in an increase in the damping moment due to an
increase in the numbe r of roll cycles per minute. This increase in the
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TABLE 4.2.1
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay test
R·Class icebreaker tests without bilge keels
pamping coefficients
Test linl:..ar yelocity dependent angle dependent
quadratic cubic linear Qlladratic
Test 1 Y
Test 2 Y
y
y
y
y
TABLE 4.2':
y
y
y
y
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay test
R·Class icebreaker tests with bUge keels.
1" moment of inertia
Damping coefficients
Test linc.aI: yelocity dependent angle dependent
quadratic; cubic ljne~
Test 1 Y
Test 2 Y
y
y
y
y
TABLE 4.2.3
y
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay test
R·Class icebreaker tests with bilge keels,
2....moment of inertia
pamning roefficientA
Test liD9r: yelocity dependent angle deoondent
QIJadratic cubjc ljnear quadratic
Test 1 Y
Test 2 Y
y
y
87
y
y
y
y
y
y
number of cycles per minute increased the rate of energy dissipation which
shows up as an increase in the damping moment. The roll decay equation
4.2.1
where w.. = natural frequency.
( = Jinear damping rati o
would indicate 8 linear increase in the damp ing moment with an increase
in the natural frequency assuming ( an d car e not functions of the frequency.
An increase in the equivalent linear damping moment due to an increase in
the natural frequency is shown in the R-Cla ss icebreak er roll decay records
in the first and second sets of tests. Equation 4.2.1 would indicate that this
increase in the equivalent linear damping moment would be linear . This is
not necessaril y shown in the experiment. Th e first set of tests show that a
change in the average natural frequency of 4 '% gives a 7 % change in the
equivalent linear damping coefficient. The second set of tests show tha t a
9.2% chang e in the average natural frequen cy gives a 15.4% change in the
equivalent linear damping moment. These resul ts are not conclusive,
however. as there are only two vari ati ons in eithe r set of tests. Further
tests with more variati ons would be required to come to any firmer idea of
the form of the dependence of the roll damping moment on the natural
frequency of roll.
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The equivalent linear damping fonn is used in these comparisons in
order to account for the total damping. Only two moments of inert ia are
used in the first set of tests as the series of roll decay tests with the
intermediate moment of inertia was unsuitable for analysis. There is an
offset in this series of tests which makes an analysis of these records break
down. It is unclear whether this is due to an equipment msltunction or
experimental technique, but, as other teste appear to be suitable, an
equipment malfunction is suspected.
The effect of adding bilge keels to the model hull was to produce ?
sharp increase in the damping moment. This was to be expected from
previous literatu re, Bolton (21). It is unclear whether the addition of bilge
keels changes the fonn of the damping, Or, if so, to which form of damping
it is changed. However, as indicated by Table 4.2.2, the roll decay tests of
the R-Class icebreaker with bilge keels and the first moment of inertia show
the velocity dependent damping forms as more viable than the angle
dependent damping fonns. 'This is slightly deceiving as, as mentioned
previously, the velocity dependent damping forms can be considered as linear
velocitydamping with a coefficient tha t is a nonlinear function of the angle.
This may suggest that the addition of the bilge keels produces a stronger
nonlinear angle dependence of the damping moment. ~lgures 3.3.1-3,
showing the change in energy per cycle for the R-Class icebreaker roll decay
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tests . also suggest this stronger nonlinear angle dependence. In Figure 3.3,2
and Figure 3.3.3. for the tests with bilge keels, in the early cycles with the
larger angles. the change in energy, and there fore the damping. is relatively
large while the change in energy decreases nonlinearly through successive
cycles, Figure 3.3.1. for the tests without bilge keels , this nonlinear decrease
in the chang e in energy is not nearly as evident . Unfortuna tely. the limited
number of cycles in the bilge keel roll decay records as well as the problems
with the afTsetsin the records did not allow a clearer picture to be fann ed.
4.3 Analysis of Stillwater Roll Decay With Forward Speed
Stillwater roll decay tests with forward speed were perfonned on the
R-Class icebreaker model in the second set of te sts only. A speed range
equivalent to a full scale speed range of from 2 to 16 knots was used with
2 knot incrementa. Fig. 4.3.1 shows the vari ation in the equivalent linear
damping coefficient with speed.
As with the stillwater roll decay without forward speed. the equivalent
linear damp ing coefficient increased with the addition of bilge keels and an
increase in the natural frequency. As well. the equivalent linear damping
coefficient increased with an increase in speed, Thi s is to be expected from
the literature. Schmitke [14], The exact nature of the rela tionship between
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FIgure 4.3.1
Damping coefficient ve speed for bilge keels (l" moment of Inertia) , bilge keels
(2001 moment of inertia) and no bilge keels
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the equivalent linear damping coefficient and the speed was not detennined .
However, a nonlinear form is suggested by Fig. 4.3.1.
A quali tativ e presentation of the damping coefficients used in the
analyses is presented in Table 4.3.1-3. The tests without bilge keels show
little or no angle dependence of the damping moment at slower speeds, from
2-12 knots, wi th perhaps a stronger angle dependence afte r 12 knots. The
test s with bilge keels show almost the opposite trend. A stronger angle
dependence is evidenced at the lower speeds from 2-8 knots, than at the
higher speeds. The tests with bilge keels and the 2·· (smaller) moment of
inertia show a stronger angle dependence than the test s with bilge keels
and the I"' (larger) mom ec t of inertia.
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TABLE 4.3.1
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay with forward speed test
R'Oleee icebreaker testa without bilge keels
Damping coefficients
Knots ti.D9.r. velocity depQndent ang le dependent
qyadratic Qlbic linear qnadratic
2 Y Y Y
4 Y y y
6 y y y y
B Y y y
10 Y Y y
12 Y y y
14 Y y y y
16 Y y y y y
TABLE 4.3.2
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay with forward speed test
R-class icebreaker with bilge keels
1" moment of inertia
Damping roefficientn
Knots linw: velOCity deMDdent angle depepdent
quadratic Cllbic lIpear quadratic
2 Y Y y y y
4 Y y y y
6 Y y y y y
6 y y y y y
10 Y y y
12 y y y
14 y y y
16 Y Y y y
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TABLE 4.3.3
Qualitative presentation of damping coefficients for whole roll decay with forward speed test
R<1al s icebreaker with bilge keels
2""moment of inertia
Damp ing s;oefficjentR
Knots l.i..ne! velocity dependent angle de pendent
QlIad m tic r;nhic li near Wiodmti c
2 Y Y Y Y y
4 Y y y y y
6 Y y y y y
8 y y y y y
io y y y,. y y y y
14 Y Y y y y
18 Y y y y
.4
s.e FORCED ~IC.TION COMP ARISON
In order to furthe r validate the analyses , the damping eoefficiente were
used to predict the forced motion re sponse . For this validation. the damp ing
coefficients derived from the testa without bihe keels of the R-Class
icebreaker model in th e second eet of t.esta were used.
Forced ron tests in beam seas were performed for the following range
of frequencies: 0.480 Hz, 0.500 Hz, 0.556 Hz. 0.600 Hz, 0.620 Hz. The
average natural frequency of the model was 3.54 rad/sec or 0.563 Hz. A
Runge*Kutta routine was used to predict the forced roll response using the
following equation
~+2'w.<~+ ' I~ I~) +..,;<. +a. ' +6<1') = F. ooo(w.t +8) 5.0.1
where w" = natural frequency of ron (radlsee)
( = linear damping rati o
F. .. exciting moment due to waves
9 = phase angle of exciting moment
w. = wave forcing frequency
In order to obtain the exciting moment F. an d its phase angle (J • a
strip th eory programm e was run using th e offsets of th e R·Class icebreake r.
From th e strip theory programme, non dimensional eJ;oting moments for the
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range of frequencies aforementioned were obtainec' as functions of th e wave
height, gravitational accelera tion and the meee of the model The wave
heights were obtai ned from the wave probe data collected during th e test,
The phase !lngle of the exciting moment Wd S also given by the atrip theory
programm e and turned out to be either one tenth af a degree er zero and
was therefore neglected.
The results of the forced response prediction and the comparison w the
experimental forced response were not very good. There appears to be a
shift to the right of the predicted response. This could be due to an error
in the assume d values of the wave frequencies. If thi s shift is taken into
account in the comparison. th e predicted reaponae is out by 24 -35%. U the
shift is not accounted for, the predicted response is out by up to 150%.
As a check. 8 simula ted forced roll record was genera ted using the
Rung e-Kutla integrati on routine and the same dampin g coefficients 88 in the
previously mentioned simula ted roll decay curve , (See Sed. 3.4) with the
following equation.
~ +A~ + BI~l~+w;4J =0.5cos(w.t) 5.0.2
where A 0.07
B 0.50
w,. natural frequency
w. forcing frequency
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+ pI"fM/ct lon
Figure 6.1
Predicted and experimental forced roll response in regular seas
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Us ing the dampi ng coefficients deri ved from th e Energy meth od analysi s. ie.
A • 0.0685, B ., 0.5009, th e Runge-Kutta integra tion routine was agai n ro n
and th e results compare d. The simulated forced motion record had an
avera ge response of 18.07 degrees. The Energy met hod forced motion record
had an average respo nse of 18.39 degrees. This was an erro r of 1.8% which
was much closer th an the erro r between prediction and experiment. This.
however , was an ideal situation where the forcing moment was known
exa ctly, the restoring moment was linear , th e forcing and natural frequencies
were known exactly and the form of th e damping moment was known
exactly.
For th e comparison of prediction with experi ment, errors ar e inherent
in every step of the calculat ion. To begin with, for these te sts, the re was a
discrepancy between t he wave records as recorded by the two wave probes.
One of th e records was closer to th e approximate wave heights as noted
during the experime nts and th e amplitude of this record was used in the
predict ion. The wave am plit ude has a major influence on the predidion al
the excit ing moment derived from the st rip theory programme is directly
depend ent upon it. The wave probe data used are call ed into question
simply because th ere is poor correspondence between th e two wave probes.
The dam ping moment form, although it gave th e best pre~;ction of the roll
decay curve; is not necessarily the best form. Finally, due to th e axis of
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rotation bein g fixed, there is an extra exciting moment a s the lin e of action
of the sway force does not act through th e axis of rotation. It is difficult to
account for the variation of the line of action and magnitude of th e sway
force which introduces err ors .
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
From the comparisons of the three methods considered. it was
determi ned that the Perturbation method was the least favored of the three
method s. This was due to the need to know initial estimate s of the damping
coefficients, the very narrow range within which the initial estima tes had to
lie, the inabilit y to handle nonlinear restoring moments and its
ina pplicability for certa in types of rolling motion. i.e. la rge nonlin eariti es
and lar ge amplitude motion, It also required the use of the roll decay peaks
only, which necessitate s th e use re latively long roll decay records to obta in
a rea sonably accurate estimate.
Although the KB. method uses rc., peaks for its analy sis al so, unlike
the Perturbation method it is easy to appl y, requires no initial es t imates and
resul ted in a more accura te prediction than the Perturb ation method.
However. it does not allow for the use of a nonlinear restoring moment
which tends to reduce its accuracy for large amplitude motion. It also cannot
separate the influence of angle dependent and velocity dependent components
of th e same order of magnitud e. Based on the comparison of the predictions
and the versatility of the methods, this method was considered better than
the Perturbation method but not as good as the Energy method.
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The Energy met hod was considered the best of the three methods for
three main reasons. Firstly, the met hod uses the whole roll decay record,
not ju st the peak values. Th us, shorter roll decay records can be used in
the analysis. As well, the latter part of the roll decay records, with its
attendant lower reliability, need not be used in the analysis. Secondly, the
Energy method allows the use of a nonlinear restoring moment in the
analysis . This provides a more accurate analysis of large amplitude motion.
Thirdly, the influence of each component of the roll damping moment can
be evaluated separately from the other components.
For these reasons, and the fact that the Energy method coefficients
resulte d in predictions of the simulated roll decay as good as , or better than
either of the other two methods, the Energy method was considered the best
of the three methods.
The Energy method tended to give more accurate results than the
K.B. method for the tests without bilge keels, which had relat ively large
num bers of peak values, while the K.B. method gave equivalent results for
the tests with bilge keels, which had relatively few peak values. As the KB.
method uses a least squares fit to the peak values, a good prediction by the
K.B. method may be expected within the data range from the small number
of peak values available for the tests with bilge keels.
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The single cycle analysis or the roll decay recordprovided insights into
the angle dependence or the roll damping momenL There is a definite
relationship between the angle or roll and the equivalent linear da mping
coefficient as is seen in Figs. 4.1-8. There is an indication from the an alysis
of the testa with bilge keels that the anglo dependence is nonlinear, but
further invest igation would be required to establish the Conn fOT these
parti cular hulls. This angle dependence is supported by the viability of the
angle dependent forms used in the analyses (See Table 4.1.2-7).
In the whole cycle analysis, the viability of the angle dependent forms
is seen again, although now the p!'edominant viable damping fonns are the
quadrati c and cubic velocity dependent components. However, as is see n from
equation {4. l. n , the velocity dependent components are actually nonlinear
angle dependent models. The equivelent linear damping coefficien t were
viable for all the testa . The prediction outside the range of data was bette r
using th e velocity dependent coefficients, within 5-6% or less 8 8 th e angle
dependent components tended to overdamp outside the range of data. Within
the data range, the predictions using the angle dependent term s were
reasonable, being less than 10%. These results indicate that angle dependent
tenns should be included in an analysis of a roll decay record.
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The analysis of the roll decay with forward speed records showed a
st rong dependence of the equivalent linear damping moment on the
magnitude of the !> ~ ed (See Fig . 4.3.1) . This conesponds well with the
literature. egoSchmitke (14]. The roll damping moment with forward speed
doe s not appear a s st ron gly linearly angle dependent a s the roll damping
moment in stillw ate r when bilge keels are not pr esent, With the addition
of bilge keels. th ere appears to be a stron ger an gle dependence. As well , an
incr ease in the natural frequency of roll seems to increa se the angle
dep endence of th e roll damping moment, although the specific form of the
damping moment could not be determined .
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